
World News / Russia

                                            Terrorist Attack, April 3rd  2017

Report by Azad, Alix, Baptiste, Rachel

Last  Tuesday  in  Russia,  Saint  Petersbourg  there  was  a  terrorist  attack  in  the
underground  with  bombs.  Over  all  14  people  died  and  49  were  wounded.  The
terrorist is calleds Akabarjon Djalilov. He was born in 1995 and had 21 years old.
Ther terrorist died during her attack. All over the country people are very shocked.
This attack is are more for the world but when will these crimes stop ? That is the
question. 

Local News / Saint-Genis -de-Saintonge

Saint Genis Funfair
Thurday April 6th, report by Eugénie and Romane

On  7-  8-  9  April,  Saint  Genis  de  Saintonge  is  greeting  a  funfair  comprising  a
monorail  attraction (chenille),   carabine shooting,   hook a  duck,  bumping cars,  a
machine tool an inflatable games and you can eat cotton candy,. 
Saint  Genis de Saintonge greeting a splendid a yearly flowers market  with many
sellers.
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Local News / Saint-Genis -de-Saintonge

The trip in Bordeaux

On May 16 th, the year 8 students are going on the trip in Bordeaux. We are leaving 
at 8:00 in morning. We are visiting the city center, the theater of Bordeaux,  and the 
museum of Aquitaine. The global cost is 18,28 euros but the family paid 7 euros 
thanks to the FCPE.

Sports / Moto GP
Thursday, April 6th. Report by Luigi, Arnaud, Quentin, Djoey

On March 26th, the Grand Prix of Qatar. Spanish rider Maverick Viñales finished 
first, Italian rider Andrea Dovizioso finished second and is compatriote Italian rider 
Valentino Rossi, Marc Marquez finished fourth.

( Source : Dorna Sports 
http://www.motogp.com/fr/ga
llery/2017/03/26/best-shots-
of-grand-prix-of-
qatar/222484

Valentino Rossi (I)
( Source : Dorna Sports 
http://www.motogp.com/fr/gallery/
2017/03/26/best-shots-of-grand-
prix-of-qatar/222484
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( Source: Dorna Sport 
http://www.motogp.com/fr/gallery/20
17/03/26/best-shots-of-grand-prix-of-
qatar/222484°
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Sports / Football
thurday,april 6th. Reports bye: matéo charly matthéo swan pierre

 
On saturday, april 1st,in Lyon France,the PSG team
won over Monaco,4 to1. At the 4 min Draxler scored
a goal: Di maria passed the ball to Draxler. At the 26
min Lemar scored a goal: Sidibé passed the ball to
Lemar.At the 48 min Di maria scored a goal: Draxler
passed the ball  to  Di  maria.  At  the 53 min Cavani
scored a goal: Verrati passed the ball to Cavani. At the

89 min Cavani scored a goal: Di maria passed the ball to Cavani. It was amazing ! 

Sports / Table Tennis

Unns of the table tennis 

On  Wednesday  5  April  the  team  of  the  table  tennis  to  St  Genis-de-Saintonge
participated in a competition in La Rochelle in Charente Maritime. Saujon ranked
first  of  the departement  ,Aytré  arrived seconde and my team finished 3rd on the
podium. The match was 11 or 21 points. We lost in semi-final and team is sad and
disappointed but we win the bronze medal.

Marc Marquez (SP)
( Source: Dorna Sports 
http://www.motogp.com/fr/gallery/2017/03/26/bes
t-shots-of-grand-prix-of-qatar/222484



Sports / Horse-riding

Horse riding competition     :
Report by Gladys, Lucie, Elodie.

On wednesday,march 29th , around the vendée region a riding
school ,  horse riding competition took (place),  with collège
Maurice Chastang in St Genis de Saintonge. In the morning
they had an equifun competition, and in the afternoon they had
an ponygame competition.  We have  to  ask  the  questions  a
rider Angélique :

Reporter : Did you like it ? Why ? 
Angélique : Yes, I like it because it’s funny.
When are you finished ? 
We finished first place !
Was it difficult ? 
A Littel.
Why ? 
Because I didn’t knew my horse…

Culture / Cinema

Interview about film ‘’ Beauty and the Beast ‘’

Ilona: Did you see Beauty and the Beast? 
Shannone: Yes I see. 
Emeline: And did you see Beauty and the Beast?
Léa: No I saw just cartoon.
Maurane: Ok Shannone did you like it? 
Shannone: Yes I liked it.
Ilona: Who did you go with? 
Shannone: I went With my sister and cousin 
Emeline: When did you go?
Shannone: I went saturday. 
Maurane: Wold  you like to go see the film? 
Léa: Oh yes!
 



Culture / Video games

Overwatch World Cup announced ! 
Report by Justin, Alban, Antonin L., Naël

Overwatch  is  a  video  game  by  Blizzard  Entertainment.  It’s  an  FPS (first-person

shooter). You should buy this game.

In March, Overwatch World Cup announced. The World Cup is starting on November
3-4th at Anaheim, in California. The teams from different countries are fighting for
win the competition and become the world champions. Viewers vote for their nation’s
representatives, who will select the strongest team from that nation. Just 32 nations
are  qualifying  for  this  competition.  Last  year  the  South  Korea  won  but  in  this
competition there is any reward.

We are looking forward to November !

 

                       

  

(Source: https://blizzcon.com/fr-fr/)
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